POLICY BRIEF

Nor th Korea
Abysmal human rights violations and persecution of Christians

North Korea is one of the most isolated, closed
countries in the world, with one of the worst human
rights records. Ruled by the Kim family since its
establishment in 1948, North Korea has been defined
as a “State that does not have any parallel in the
contemporary world” and a “totalitarian State […]
that […] seeks to dominate every aspect of its citizens’
lives and terrorizes them from within.”1 The country
is ruled by a single party and one leader, currently
Kim Jong Un, and has two ideologies as its basis, one
called “Juche” (“self-reliance”, meaning that man is the
master of his destiny) and the other “Kimilsungism”,
about the worship of the Kim leaders, all-powerful
entities guiding North Korea and helping it flourish.2

Freedom of religion or belief, freedom of assembly and
freedom of expression are non-existent in North Korea.
No ideology or religion is allowed to exist apart from
“Juche” and “Kimilsungism”. Christianity is considered as
a serious threat to state’s loyalty and to the power of the
leader, and it is therefore ferociously oppressed. Apart
from 4 state-sponsored churches existing in Pyongyang
– claimed to be a mere show for external visitors – any
manifestation of religious beliefs is prohibited. Due to the
country’s isolation and lack of access, it is difficult to verify
figures, but Open Doors estimates that there are between
300,000 and 500,000 Christians in North Korea. It is
almost impossible for Christians to gather for worship, and
if some dare to, it has to be done in utmost secrecy.3
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Freedom of religion or belief, freedom of
assembly and freedom of expression are
non-existent in North Korea
Hopes that the recent engagement between North
Korea and the US would bring improvements to
human rights violations in North Korea were met with
disappointment. Human rights issues were not part of
the agenda of such meetings and no concrete actions
followed so far.

Severe violations of basic rights and crimes
against humanity against Christians
Being a Christian in North Korea is considered a political
crime. If the North Korean Government discovers that
someone is a Christian, they may be deported to a
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political prison camp (kwanliso), and there incarcerated,
forced to do hard labor, or be arbitrarily executed.4 In the
past, the entire family of the accused would be sent to a
prison camp by “guilt of association”, and such cases still
occur, although they are less frequent. The North Korean
Government continues to deny the existence of political
prison camps despite the undeniable evidence collected
by international stakeholders.5

North Korea is committing “unspeakable
atrocities” against prisoners, amounting to
crimes against humanity
The UN Commission of Inquiry on Human Rights in
the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (CoI) found
in 2014 that in political prison camps prisoners are
“gradually eliminated through deliberate starvation,
forced labor, executions, torture, rape,” and that North
Korea is committing “unspeakable atrocities” against
prisoners, amounting to crimes against humanity.6
Other severe violations of fundamental rights inflicted
on Christians originate from the so-called “Songbun”
classification system. Established in the early years after
the institution of North Korea, the system categorizes
all North Korean citizens in three classes – the core, the
wavering and the hostile class – under which there are
51 sub-categories. Those labelled as “hostile” include
Christians, persons believed to have collaborated with
the Japanese during the period of colonization, and
those with relatives in South Korea.7 Ordinary North
Koreans’ freedom of movement inside the country
is severely restricted, and the Government imposes
an absolute ban on travel abroad. For those citizens
classified as hostile, restrictions are even more extensive
and severe: Open Doors reports that Christians have
been forcefully deported and banished to remote
regions, with no possibility of leaving, and forced to
do hard labor such as mining and lumber cutting. Even
North Koreans who are descendants from Christian
families, but do not hold that faith themselves, may
encounter the same fate.8 North Korea has a ration
system that has been reported to be discriminatory on
the basis of Songbun: individuals segregated to remote
areas, for example, receive either smaller rations, or no
rations at all in times of food shortage.9
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North Koreans who take the risk of fleeing the country,
despite the strict border controls, and who are forcibly
repatriated are considered criminals and face torture,
arbitrary detention, imprisonment and deliberate
starvation. Once repatriated, individuals go through a
thorough investigation. If the Government finds that
they have been in contact with Christian churches and
missionaries or they have converted to Christianity, they
may be sent to political prison camps, imprisoned in
ordinary detention centers or even summarily executed.10

Human trafficking, sexual violence and rape
North Korean women and girls are uniquely vulnerable to
sex trafficking and sex trade. Victims are usually trafficked
from North Korea on false offers of employment, and later
sold as brides or sex slaves into China and other south
east Asian countries. Victims are trafficked to the border
and then transported to safe houses, brothels or buyers.
Sexual violence and rape are common during these
journeys, and if the victims are not sold immediately, they
are confined in safe houses and subjected to rape and
gangrape.11 Some of these trafficked women and girls
come into contact with churches and missionaries and
convert to Christianity. Women and girls who are caught
and forcibly repatriated to North Korea are initially held
in a pre-trial detention center run by the Ministry of State
Security, where their identity is determined before they
are searched and interrogated.

“For the ‘crime’ of being trafficked and
sold, the Government of North Korea
incarcerated me in a camp where I was
forced to endure acts that will haunt me for
the rest of my life.”12
Searches can be very invasive and humiliating, and
interrogations involve beatings.13 If pregnant, prison
officers force victims to get an abortion, or if the pregnancy
is too advanced they kill the baby once it’s delivered.
If the Ministry of State Security finds out that the
victims had any contacts with Christians or converted
to Christianity while in China, victims are considered
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political prisoners and sent to a political prison camp.
Christian women and girls or women and girls who have
been in contact with Christians during their time away
are therefore condemned to an even worse fate.

The condition of foreign nationals detained
in North Korea
The North Korean Government has detained foreign
nationals in North Korea under charges of espionage,
committing harmful activities against the nation and its
leader and illegal religious activities. Sharing one’s faith
or bringing religious literature in the country, besides
one Bible for personal use, may lead to detention
and forced labor. For example, Kim Jung-Wook (also
known as Kim Jong Uk), Christian missionary from
South Korea, was arrested in North Korea in October
2013 after entering the country with religious materials,
and sentenced to a life of hard labor.14 Freedom of
religion or belief for any external visitor to North
Korea is therefore severely limited and any exercise
of such right outside the very limited scope allowed
by the North Korean authorities is met with extreme
consequences such as imprisonment and hard labor.
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Recommendations:

1

2

The international community, and
the United States in particular,
when engaging with North Korea
in any capacity, should always
prioritize and address human rights
violations – freedom of religion or
belief included – committed by the
North Korean Government;
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	The North Korean Government must ensure that
victims of human trafficking repatriated to North
Korea are not subjected to imprisonment or
other forms of punishment, and that they are
given access to adequate protection mechanisms
and medical, psychological and social support;

To end severe violations of
fundamental rights and crimes
against humanity, and to ensure the
respect of freedom of religion or belief,
the North Korean Government should:

	The North Korean Government should
immediately cease considering conversion
to Christianity or contact with churches as
grounds for deportation of repatriated victims
of sexual trafficking to a political prison camp;
	The North Korean Government must take
immediate measures to end forced abortions,
violence intended to provoke miscarriage,
and infanticides in detention facilities, including
through specific legislation prohibiting such
practices; conduct prompt and impartial
investigations into allegations of such acts and
ensure the prosecution of those responsible;

	
Cease using the Songbun classification
system to discriminate against and persecute
individuals categorized as “hostile”, such as
Christians, and ensure their basic rights are
respected; immediately stop tracking, arbitrarily
arresting, using torture and other inhumane or
degrading treatment, and arbitrarily executing
Christians.
	
Eliminate domestic travel restrictions
associated with the Songbun classification
system; eliminate restrictions for individuals
classified as “wavering” or “hostile” from travel
inside the country and abroad, and cease
relocating, confining, detaining and forcing them
to do labor in remote areas on the basis of their
Songbun classification;
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The North Korean Government should
respect foreign visitors’ right to
freedom of religion or belief and
urgently allow consular assistance
to all foreign individuals who are
currently detained in North Korea;
immediately cease any violation of their
fundamental rights and immediately
release detained foreigners charged on
the basis of their religious activities;
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The North Korean Government should
allow the UN Special Rapporteur
on the situation of human rights in
the Democratic People’s Republic
of Korea in the country for an official
visit and investigation of the human
rights situation in North Korea.

	
Enable humanitarian assistance to reach
those who are most in need because of their
Songbun classification;
	
Ensure that the right to leave and enter
North Korea is guaranteed for all citizens, in
law and in practice; immediately implement
policies to ensure that those who return or are
repatriated to North Korea are guaranteed their
fundamental rights and are not subjected to
imprisonment or other forms of punishment;
stop investigating returned or repatriated
citizens to establish whether they converted
to Christianity during their time away;

Any questions? Please email advocacy@od.org
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To protect North Korean women and
girls from illegal sex trafficking, sexual
violence, rape and other severe violations
of their human rights and dignity:

